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About This Game

Fight your way through an army of… evil ladies?!
Smash Boy is an action game that can be played entirely with the mouse.

Experience simple yet fast paced action as you battle against large groups of enemies in this single-player side-scrolling beat ‘em
up.

Customize and create your own unique attack combinations and equip skills in order to raise your parameters and change your
fighting style to your liking! You can earn “SP” from defeated enemies to strengthen your character even further.

The game also offers a “Custom Battle” mode where you can freely edit stages and choose the enemies you would like to fight.

Note: “Version.KZ” is a more affordable version of the game that removes certain elements in order to fit an all-ages audience.
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I have Beat Saber and also Power beats VR and this game IS definitely very full on , for energetic people who like visually
appealing scenery with great music tracks.. Fast and furious i was stuffed after 6 minutes. Give it time i think i might be able to
get a good workout of around 30 mins.. My arms were pumping and i just managed to keep up with it .. This is definitely a must
for every ones library. The only downside to this game was brought up from another poster , it definitely does get cluttered with
so much on screen to look at

Good Job guys , will look forward to updates for this product

Sky. I f*cking love this game. It reminds me when I was homeless (still am) when I was vagabonding on trains with my tweeker
buddies. 10\/10. This game may look old school, but it is FUN, provides genuine excitement, and requires some actual thought
(or sometimes pure luck) in order to survive. The first time you cross the finish line, just ahead of an onrushing challenger,
while running on a rickety wheel, with a wounded auriga at the reins, and missing one of your horses, you will understand the
subtle delight this game can bring.. Bought it in the Pioneers edition bundle. However, it never appears in the career scenarios
ingame. Too bad Dovetale Games.. this game is great.if you like these sort of games then its for you.just played an hour strait
with my kids and we love it.please can we have graphic options so i can crank it up to the max and more music please only
mnanaged to get to level 3 so dont no what the other scenes look like hopefully pretty.thanks for this little addictive gem.. Asset
flip.
Fake game.
Spam achievements.
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i made half the world communist

10\/10 would rush b again. Nice relaxing casual game.. Great game. The story is interestnig. Although the game is enjoyable
played on its own,, I recommend playing all the DP games in order because each game builds on an overall story.. similar to
garry's mod, will be great once fully polished!. Really surprised about this game, i've played another Majorariatto games, like
Majotori and Golfing Over It whit Alva Majo.
It's excellent as other titles from the developer.
Perfect to play with friends,
Also has an arcade gamemode that is really fun, the "Arcade Mode" it goes by days, and you need to complete the level to
advance to the next day.
The difficulty is focused on the controls, since they are easy to learn however difficult to master.
Probably the best Indie game launched this month, knowing that only one person develops it.
. Buy it! Tons of fun!. I ran into the same save file corruption bug that everyone else is talking about. A pity; if it were not for
that I could give this game a mildly positive review. It's an okay HOG, and the creepy atmosphere is nicely done, but it's not
good enough to justify restarting from the beginning.. A very fun platformer that follows the vein of Donkey Kong Country:
Returns. My only criticism is that the bonus levels repeat themselves; having a variety (like the SNES Donkey Kong Country 2
and 3 games) would be awesome.
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